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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

1) As EMR in Piecemeal resection 20 mm or more lesions can tolerating. Please cite attached paper, 

and add adaptation, please.  2) Add on in what way are(including use of gucagon etc) for patients 

whom butylbromide can not use to preparation.  3) Please more emphasize usefulness of carbon 

dioxide.  4) This is a review paper, so as a major devise, please add B-knife in figure2.Mucosectome , 

too, in addition to figure2.  5) MucoUp is at being hyaluronate solution of 0.4% those that is sold in 

only Japan. So, please note if using in overseas, another solution, after coordinated the concentration 

of hyaluronate solution , for example Suvenyl, and/or Artz are useful.  6) Please note in time of 

fibrosis, what devices you recommend and the reason.  7) Please write reason why you choozed EZ 

clip HX-610-135.  8) ESD in Single balloon assist is described already.Because it is a paper-refference 

31 Ohya reported, clarify as for citations, please.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

In the present study, the authors presented Colorectal endoscopic submucosal dissection: “For safe 

and successful procedures” recent advances and perspectives in techniques using various devices. 

This paper is well-written and is useful for endoscopists who try to perform ESD. I have several 

suggestions for this paper as it is accepted by lots of endoscopists in the world.    1) The length of 

paper is a little long. 10-20% reduction of the length are useful for better understanding of readers.   

2) In the abstract, authors used the word “mucosal flap”. I think the explanation of “mucosal flap” 

should be described in the abstract.  3) Authors indicated the importance of mucosal flap. Making 

schemas about mucosal flap are expected for better understanding of readers.   4) In the section 

named “Indication for colorectal ESD”, uses of pit pattern and NBI should be written.   5) In the 

section named “preparation”, general method for appropriate preparation should be also written 

though authors wrote their original methods.  6) In the section named “selection of endoscope”, 

H290I is wrong and HQ290I is correct.   7) Authors used the word “distal attachements” and 

“hood”. I think the word should be unified.      8) Authors should write the detain setting of 
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ESG100 or ESG400 who are made by Olympus. Because some countries use only Olympus’s high 

frequency generators.  9) In the section named “strategies for improving safety and efficacy of ESD”, 

authors used the word “proximal aspect” in the first sentence. The meaning of “proximal aspect” is 

used for anal side in this part. But, I think this is confusing. “Proximal” may be changed “anal”.   10) 

Authors enhanced the usefulness of the clip flap method. I think they should write which hood is 

better for the clip flap method.   11) Authors may describe the schedule of patients receiving 

colorectal ESD. When do patients start oral takes? When do they discharge?  12) In the section 

named “Success rates and complications”, authors should write the recurrence rates of ESD 

compared to the rates of EMR. 
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